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A worked example explains how to run a reproducibility test on a large data set 

derived from the biology literature – using readily available software.  Copies of 

the files described herein are available online (playingcomplexitygames.com).                 
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APPENDIX I 

REPRODUCIBILITY TEST (Biological Literature) 

Overview: The test is based on two patterns – measures of complexity (mathematical markers) and connectivity 

(connection ratios).  By forming a relationship of one pattern to the other, the test detects the distribution of global 

data across a given data space.  Recall  that reproducibility – as a concept - depends on two measures, accuracy and 

precision.  We can liken accuracy to points hitting a bullseye, whereas precision resembles a clump of points 

located anywhere on the target.  Since a set of estimates for a given biological part typically displays a cloud of data 

points, accuracy is a choice not often available (see, for example Figure 24 in the report).  Therefore, our best 

option would seem to consist of improving the precision of our estimates by minimizing the spread of the points.  

Recall  that increasing precision is considered to be important because it improves the likelihood of detecting a 

significant difference between two data points (e.g., experimental vs. control).      

Here we will  argue that a credible test for reproducibly can and should include both accuracy and precision.  The 

results given in the accompanying report show that a test based on quantitative patterns can supply both accuracy 

and precision – along with global views of a biology literature.     

The worked example explains how to create patterns from the data of a single paper and then switches to a 

population of papers to run the reproducibility test in a global setting.  The test uses the surface areas of cell  

organelles estimated stereologically with transmission electron microscopy.   

To explain how the test is run, the instructions include the fi les used in each step of the procedure.  For 

convenience, each step of the procedure has already been completed.  After working through the example, most 

readers should be able to apply the test to a data set of their own choosing.  The fi les l isted below are available 

online (playingcomplexitygames.com).   

The example explains how the results shown in Figure 5 of the report were generated. 

Files Used in the Test 

File Program Source 

1_reproducibil ity_test.xlsx Excel  Microsoft 

2_reproducibil ity_test.nb Mathematica 11 Wolfram 

3_reproducibil ity_test. xlsx Excel  Microsoft 

4_reproducibil ity_test. xlsx Excel  Microsoft 

5_reproducibil ity_test.txt Notepad Microsoft 

6_reproducibil ity_test.accdb Access  Microsoft 

7_reproducibil ity_test. xlsx Excel  Microsoft 

8_reproducibil ity_test.nb Mathematica 11 Wolfram 

9_reproducibil ity_test.nb Mathematica 11 Wolfram 
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Directions for Running the Reproducibility Test 

1. Identify Data: Open the first Excel file (Microsoft) (1_reproducibility_test.xlsx ).  Identify each data 

set to be translated into markers, in this case values (column E) and names (column F).  Sort the 

table alphabetically using the names of the parts in column F.  Highlight the names of the parts – as 
shown.        

 

2. Generate Combinations:  

a. Step 1: Open the Mathematica file (2_reproducibility_test.nb).  Copy and paste the 

highlighted names shown above. into the Mathematica screen shown below.  Add the 

commas as indicated.  Note that we are using the Permutations function to generate all 
possible combinations of these 10 parts taken three at a time to get a complete set of triplets. 

 

b. Step 2: After pasting, scroll down to the end of the text, select display as, click on table, and a 
table appears with three columns. 

 

c. Step 3: Highlight the table.  Right click over the highlight, select Copy As and then Plain Text.  

This table will be pasted into the Excel template (3_reproducibility_test.xlsx), as described 
next in 3a.       
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3. Generate Markers and Ratios 

a. Generate Mathematical Markers: Open the Excel file (3_reproducibility_test.xlsx). Transfer 

the triplets table – just copied above - to the Excel template (indicated by the three columns 

(D, E, F highlighted in gray) and associate each part with its numerical value (columns I, J, K 

highlighted in red) – using the values given in 1 (1_reproducibility_test.xlsx).  In practice, this is 

done by first sorting column D alphabetically and then entering all the values for each part in 

column I.  Column I is then copied and stored in an adjacent worksheet.  Next, the table is 

sorted alphabetically on the E column, the column just saved on the adjacent worksheet is 

copied, and pasted into Column H.   The same procedure is repeated for the K column.  Next, 

the raw ratios (columns L,M,N) are converted into decimal repertoire ratios (columns P and Q 

highlighted in green), using the lookup table included in Appendix II.  After filling in column P, 

make a copy and paste it into column Q using the method described for populating columns J 
and K above.  Notice that the worksheet is doing the calculations automatically. 
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b. Generate Connection Ratios: In this Excel file (3_reproducibility_test.xlsx), copy the local 

database table to a new worksheet (part 1).  In the copy (part 1), rename the parts in columns 

x_name, y_name, and z_name to “part” to produce the connection ratios (column G). 

 

c. Remove the equation from column G (which generated the connection ratios) by highlighting 

the column, copying it (Ctrl-c) and pasting it (Ctrl-v) in place.  For the paste option select Paste 
Values – 123, as indicated by the arrow below.  The part 2 worksheet shows the highlight. 
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d. Copy column G (now connection ratios) into worksheet 3 (column H highlighted in yellow).  
Change the heading from math_marker to connection_ratio.    

 

4. When necessary, this is the place to remove duplicate mathematical markers: Use the “Remove 

Duplicates” option in Excel - Data/Remove Duplicates to remove the duplicate mathematical 

markers in each paper or experiment – as required.  For this exercise, skip the step. 

5. Assemble a Global Database in Excel:  Step 1   

a. Store the data collected from all the papers in a single Excel worksheet 

(4_reproducibility_test.xlsx).  Note that this file includes the surface areas of organelles taken 

from the entire stereology literature database.   

b. In preparation for building a SQL database table, save the worksheet (data table) as a text file 

(tab delimited); name it “5_reproducibility_test.txt.”  Before saving a worksheet (*.xlsx) as a 

text file (*.txt), remember to remove all the equations first (remember to make a backup) by 

highlighting the entire worksheet, copy, and then paste - in place - with the Paste Value – 123 

option.  
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6. Assemble a Global Database in Access:  Step 2   

a. Create a new database in Access (Microsoft) and name it “6_reproducibility_test.accdb.”   

b. Import the text file (5_reproducibility_test.txt) into Access: select External Data\Text File, find 

the file, and import it.   

7. Generate the Global Data Set for the reproducibility test with the Access Database 

(6_reproducibility_test.accdb).  

a. Double click on the main database table (repro…_test…), click on the Create tab, and select 

Query Wizard.  Duplicate the screens shown below to generate the global data set that will be 

used for the reproducibility test.  We want to collect all the mathematical markers with 3 or 
more copies (>2 or ≥3). 

 

8. Identify duplicates for the Reproducibility Test  

a. Open the Reproducibility_test table by double clicking on it.   

b. Move to the Create tab and click on Query Wizard.  Select Find Duplicates Query Wizard.  
Select Table: Repro_test 

 

c. Select Field 7 (mathematical markers) as the duplicate field (left image below) and move it to 

the right box with the > button.  Click Next.  Select all the remaining fields (right image below) 
and move them to the right box with the >> button.  Close the wizard by clicking on Finish). 
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d. Next, the SQL statement used to collect duplicates is changed from 2 duplicates to 3.  Right 
click on the Find duplicates for the repro_test tab and select SQL View (See e. below).   

 

e. On line four of the highlighted script shown below (Before), change >1 to >2 and click on the 

Run! button, as indicated below (f.).  This sets the number of duplicate mathematical markers 
to >2, which is the same as ≥3 - the minimum standard being used to identify global data.    

Before 

 

After 

 

f. Click on the Run! button to rerun the query.  The table now contains all those mathematical 

markers with three or more copies. 
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g. Next, copy and move the Find duplicates for the reproducibility_test table from the Access 

database into a new Excel worksheet.  Highlight (Ctrl a) and copy (Ctrl c) the Find duplicates 

for the reproducibility_test screen and paste it (Ctrl v) into a new Excel worksheet. The result 
appears on the following page.  This worksheet becomes  (7_reproducibility_test.slxs). 

 

9. Format the Duplicates Table in Preparation for the Mathematica Plot (7_reproducibility_test.slxs) 

a. Copy and paste the connection ratio column (Field 8) next to the mathematical markers 

column (Field 7), as shown in the image below. 

b. Insert three new columns (A, C, and E) and populate them with the punctuation marks needed 

for Mathematica - as shown.  An easy way to add the punctuation marks is to use the Replace 

tool in Excel.  Highlight the rows in the column to be populated, open the Replace screen, 

enter a punctuation mark (e.g., “), and press Replace All.  The column fills automatically.    
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c. Delete the heading (row 1), which includes the field numbers.  

d. Highlight columns A, B, C, D, and E (as shown), Format by selecting AutoFit Column Width, 

and copy (Ctrl c).  

 

10. Change the Table to Text and Remove the Spaces Between the Columns 

a. Open Microsoft Word and paste the columns just copied above in 9 d.  After the file 

eventually loads, scroll to the bottom of the file, highlight the text at the far right, scroll back 

to the top, and use shift-click at the top left to highlight the text (see below).  Ctrl -all doesn’t 

work for this conversion.  Wait for the program to respond, at which time the Layout button 
appears (see arrow below). 
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b. Click on the Layout button when it appears on the Tables Tools tab and then click on the 

Convert to Text button when it appears at the right.  When the popup screen appears, select 

Other and press OK.  This gives a text version of the table.  However, the text contains 
unwanted spaces that must be removed.  
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c. To remove the spaces from the highlighted text (shown above and below), click on Replace 

(located with an arrow at the far right on the ribbon).  In the Find what field, add one space 

with the space bar, click on Replace all, and finally click on the Yes button in the popup screen 
(shown at the bottom of the page).   
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d. Copy the highlighted text, which, in the next step, will be pasted into a Mathematica template. 

 

11. Run the Reproducibility Test in Mathematica 

a. Open the Mathematica template (8_reproducibility_test.nb).  Notice that scripts (one per line) 
are included for a variety of plots.    

 

b. Paste (Ctrl-v) the test set (the mathematical markers and connection ratios shown in 10d) into 

the Mathematica template – as shown in 9_reproducibility_test.nb below.  If you don’t have a 

copy of Mathematica, this file can be viewed by downloading a free MathReader from 

Mathematica (Wolfram). 
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c. Remove the comma from the last data entry (an arrow marks the spot where the comma was 
removed). 

 

d. Run the test: (put the cursor in the body of the data set and press the ENTER key located in 

the numeric keypad (at the far right) of the computer. 

e. Test Results: The plot shows that the organelle surface areas derived from the stereology 

literature database pass the reproducibility test. 

f. Summary: The plot shows a collection of global patterns, each of which includes multiple 

connections (blue spindles) between the central point (connection ratio) and one or more 

peripheral points (mathematical markers).  Taken together they demonstrate the presence of 
global data, reproducibility, and accuracy (see the report for details).  
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